


BVLGARI INTRODUCES 
LE GEMME CORALIA

A bold new jewel born in the depths of the sea, an expression one thousand years 
in the making. 

Inspired by Marco Polo’s legendary journeys to the Orient, the newest BVLGARI Le 
Gemme fragrance pays tribute to that fascinating treasure of the sea: red coral. 

In 2014, Bvlgari embarked on an unprecedented journey in search of the world’s 
most precious olfactory gems. Traversing the mythical Gems Road from West to 
East, the BVLGARI Le Gemme Collection comprises ravishing scents inspired by the 
extraordinary stones made iconic in Bvlgari’s High Jewellery collections.

With the introduction of the limited edition of BVLGARI LE GEMME CORALIA, Bvlgari 
once again dives into the natural world in search of its most captivating treasures, 
enlisting the unparalleled talents of Master Perfumer Sophie Labbé to translate the 
bold beauty of red coral into a striking new fragrance.

“I really wanted to translate the fascinating beauty of the Coral gemstone, its extraordinary 

Mediterranean origin, joyful and deep color, and secret power into a unique olfactory 

journey. Like Marco Polo on the road from Italy to China, I have worked with the richest 

and most noble ingredients, to create this one-of-a-kind perfume.”

Sophie Labbé, Master Perfumer



BVLGARI LE GEMME CORALIA is named for Corallium, the Mediterranean red 
coral found in the caves around Sardinia that made its way east to China. To create 
a fragrance as finely sculpted as red coral, Sophie Labbé turned her attention to 
abundant riches found on that legendary Road of Wonders, singling out the most 
noble ingredients to craft the scent, genuine gems of nature.

FLORAL MUSK
TOP NOTES:

Pink Pepper Essence
Mandarin Essence 

HEART NOTES:
Osmanthus Absolute

Orris resinoid

BASE NOTES:
Musk notes

Ambergris accord



The pink pepper top notes are airy, fresh and sparkling. 
Mandarin essence adds Mediterranean color, marking the start 

of a journey of soaring heights and excitement.
k

At the heart of the perfume is osmanthus, a textured 
scent layered with fruity, leathery notes and echoed 

in the majestic floral notes of a noble orris.

“It was the mellow and fruity character of osmanthus that most challenged me, an 

olfactory sensation that reminds me of the tender flesh of dry apricot, with lactone 

and creamy nuances. But also, its famous duality - nuances of smoked tea and leather 

under the sweet notes of a seemingly innocent flower. This duality between innocence 

and a wilder character evokes the color of coral. Finding the perfect balance that bring 

out each of these facets was an adventure in itself, an olfactory exploration of unknown 

territories. Small but intense, it reveals an almost wild perfume of great nobility. For 

BVLGARI, I chose a particularly valuable variety called “gold””, with particularly fruity, 

slightly animal qualities.”

Sophie Labbé, Master Perfumer

For the dry down, the exclusive Musk Accord is enriched 
with an ambergris accord for a velvety musky note. 

The musk accord has amber and powdery wood facets and 
is extremely diffusive for an enveloping, addictive effect.



BVLGARI LE GEMME CORALIA’S unique flacon takes its shape from the ancient 
Roman amphora, a vessel used to carry oils, gems, silks, perfumes and spices. 
Its shape is instantly recognizable, conjuring transport and travel. The bottle is 
unprecedented in the world of Bvlgari fragrances; calling to mind Bvlgari jewels, it 
is a fully colored shell, with a cap inspired by a coral heritage necklace of pink gold, 
coral and jade. Drawing on the Road of Wonders and the signature artistry of the 
Roman jeweler, it is a distinctly Bvlgari creation — a treasure forged over centuries 
and brought to life with a spark of pure inspiration.
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